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Letter from the President
Greetings from Northeast North 
Dakota, 

We finally got some much needed 
rain yesterday. I hate to complain 
when I see so much of our country 
inundated with flooding and 
excess rain. 

I want to thank all of you that were 
on the Summer BOD call. It was a 
great call with a lot of input from all 
involved. 

We are still waiting to see what 
kind of help will be coming from 
USDA for market loss, flooding, etc. 
Hopefully they will act quickly with 
this; there are a lot of families that 
are struggling to make ends meet. 

With all the stress that comes with 
these uncertain times, I would urge 
each of you to listen to your friends 

and family, and if you sense they 
might be having some emotional 
problems, try to help them get the 
help they need. Suicide among the 
agriculture community is at an all time 
high. We must do whatever we can to 
help. 

I look forward to seeing you all 
in Fargo, ND for convention in 
November. It will be a great time; 
you will be able to see the eastern 
side of our state. You will find more 
information in this WIFEline. 

I wish each of you a prosperous 
growing season and a safe harvest. 

Diane McDonald

Diane McDonald
Diane McDonald, 
WIFE National President
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Beef
By Pam Potthoff
I was in North Platte, NE last week and stopped by a 
sandwich place to pick up some lunch.  North Platte is 
the home of well-known cowboy Buffalo Bill and the 
beginning of the Sandhills where cattle reign supreme.  
Imagine my reaction when the number one item on the 
menu was THE IMPOSSIBLE BURGER! 

For those who haven’t been introduced to the 
Impossible Burger, it is a plant-based protein substitute 
that is promoted as looking, sizzling, feeling, and 
even “bleeding” like a traditional hamburger. While 
the Impossible Burger is made from plant-based 
ingredients...that doesn’t mean it’s all vegetables. 
The Impossible Burger ingredients list includes wheat 
protein, coconut oil, and potato protein. 

The Impossible Burger is advertised as eco-friendly. 
Impossible Foods says that compared to cattle 
production, “the Impossible Burger uses 95 percent 
less land, 74 percent less water, and creates 87 
percent less greenhouse gas emissions.” In order to 
make this claim, research information was used that 
has been since debunked by newer studies.  This 
promise is based on poor research that insinuated the 
flatulence from beef production contributes excessively 
to greenhouse gas emissions.  When the carbon 
sequestration of pasture land used to feed livestock is 
considered, beef production contributes very little to 
global warming concerns.  The land used for cattle 
production is usually unfit for cultivation and would go 
to waste without cattle.

The Impossible Burger has roughly 29 percent more 
calories than a traditional beef patty.  AND a whole lot 
more salt—about 7 percent more!

It doesn’t seem 
quite right that 
the Impossible 
Burger is 
labeled a 
“burger.”  My 
dictionary says 
a “burger” is 
a hamburger.  
This plant-based 
patty is gaining 
recognition by 
stealing from the good name of the hamburger.  

The Impossible Burger is beginning to show up in 
eateries and at the meat counters of grocery stores.  It 
is the first non-meat item to appear in the meat section 
and is being joined by other fake meat substitutes that 
are either plant-based or lab-grown.  

Many states have passed laws affecting the naming 
and displaying of fake meat.  WIFE members are 
urged to contact their state representatives and push 
for every state to pass a law controlling the use of meat 
names in the labeling of these alternative proteins.

When I discovered the Impossible Burger as the 
highlighter on the menu, I did the only thing a hard-
working Nebraska beef producer would do –I turned 
around and walked out the door.  Now, I admit, it wasn’t 
much of a protest as I didn’t say a word to anyone.  
After I got to my car, I thought about going back in and 
making a scene but concluded that really wouldn’t do 
much good and would make me look like a lunatic.  

So my little “protest” probably didn’t make much 
of a difference except to take $10 away from the 
establishment.  As with many single-person protests, 
this one was not effective.

But what if ten people did the same thing?  How 
about one hundred?  Or one thousand?  Pretty soon 
the message begins to resonate.  The same is true 
of messages to our elected officials.  WIFE members 
need to continue the practice of picking up their pens, 
charging up their computers, and grabbing their 
phones to communicate with our elected officials.  That 
is what made WIFE a force to be reckon with!

2019 FAED SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS

September 20th
November 30th

2019 WIFELINE SCHEDULE
Any articles or information that you would 

like printed in future WIFElines must be 
sent to Sarah Bledsoe by the below dates:

EMMA GOOSIC

Emma Goosic is from Franklin, NE. Emma’s personal goals are 
in part to pursue a degree in both agriculture education and 
agribusiness at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Once she receives 
a job as an agriculture educator, she wants to develop a balanced 
agriculture program between teaching and FFA. Emma is the 
daughter of Andy and Jessica Goosic. She believes that American 
agriculture will need to produce more food than ever before to meet 
the needs of an increased population. Emma is a Junior member of 
Women Involved in Farm Economics.

HALEIGH PROSSER

Haleigh Prosser is from Wiley, CO. She plans to continue with her 
second year at West Texas A&M University in Canyon, TX. Her parents 
are Andy and Robin Prosser. She has spent her time out of school 
working along side of her parents in the lot. Almost every Sunday 
from the time she could walk she has sorted cattle to prepare loads to 
send to the feedlot. After graduation she hopes to serve and consult 
feedlots and ranchers alike as a practicing food animal veterinarian 
and follow in her father’s footsteps to own her own cattle in a 
personal lot.

ANNA SILVKA

Anna Slivka is the daughter of Shane and Erin Slivka from 
Winifred, MT. She has chosen to pursue a bachelor’s in Agricultural 
Communication at Montana State University. She feels that the classes 
she will take will further her knowledge in many different areas. After 
obtaining her degree, she hopes to work among ag broadcaster 
and continue to serve those around her. She feels that serving others 
not only benefits those being directly served, but also humbles and 
strengthens the one who serves.

This year the Foundation for Agricultural Education and Development (FAED) awarded three, one-year 
scholarships to three women who will begin their first or second year of college, technical or specialized 
study in a field related to agriculture. Below is information on the three winners:



Sugar
By Klodette Stroh

Greetings from Powell–

Spring of 2019 started with an unseasonably dry and 
below zero temperature in Wyoming, Montana, and 
parts of Idaho. On our farm we couldn’t get to our fields 
to prepare them to plant our crops. Farmers know the 
key to a great crop is how soon they can get to their 
field and plant the crop. There wasn’t much moisture 
throughout the winter season, it was just cold.  My 
husband, Rick, and I were racing to start irrigating our 
fields. For the first time I can ever remember there was ice 
buildup in our irrigation canals. There was no room for 
water to flow through. With lots of dedication and hard 
work of irrigation district employees, finally farmers were 
able to receive water and irrigate their crops. 

Shoshone Irrigation Project is one of the oldest projects 
built and operated since the Reclamation Act was 
signed by Theodor Roosevelt in 1902. All the crops 
are looking very nice. Buffalo Bill Dam reservoir will 
be generously filled to deliver water to irrigators. This 
means growers will be able to grow malt barley, corn, 
sugar beets, dry editable beans, oats, and wheat that 
are planted in Park and Big Horn county in Wyoming 
and in Montana. 

On the trade front, U.S. trade negotiators and 
lawmakers have gained access to some good 
information. According to the American Sugar 
Association, Texas Tech has presented a report that 
indicates foreign governments intervention with 
agriculture policy. Foreign governments support their 
farmers by heavily subsidizing their farmers by paying 
for some of their cost of production. They influence 
domestic price supports and handouts for inputs such 

as fertilizer, seed, and equipment.

Please keep in mind U.S sugar farmers have not 
received government payment since the expiration of 
U.S. Sugar Act of1974. The cost of production is the 
farmer’s responsibility and risk, which keeps going up 
because of EPA and government regulations and the 
high prices of seed, fertilizer, chemicals, and fuel. The 
capital investment in the equipment and up-keep of it 
is back breaking.

Brazil has long been the world’s biggest sugar 
producer, riding an estimated $2.5 billion in annual 
subsidies to a dominate share of the global market. 
But their dominance is being challenged by India, 
which has dramatically increased government support 
and exports in recent years. They all subsidize their 
own country’s sugar production to the detriment 
of others. American farmers are the most efficient 
producers in the world. They can compete with any 
foreign farmer. There is no way our farmers can 
compete with foreign treasury.

Thanks to President Trump for realizing the value of 
U.S. agriculture. He has been monitoring NAFTA and 
other foreign trade. Trump administration said no to 
sugar import from Brazil last March.

American farmers provide food, fiber, and security to 
the citizens of this great nation.

Believe me, no foreign country will provide the safe, 
bountiful, and affordable food like our own American 
farmers for our seniors, our children, and ourselves. 
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Homeland Security
By Marlene Kouba
The Department of Labor continues to highlight U.S. 
farmers’ and ranchers’ increasing reliance on the 
H-2A program—not the Department of Homeland 
Security. The House Appropriations Committee has 
approved an amendment to the fiscal year 2020 
homeland security spending bill that would allow 
farmers and ranchers to use the H-2A program for 
year-round agricultural jobs. It is not yet law. Currently, 
the H-2A program is allowed only for farm jobs that 
are temporary or seasonal in nature. 
 
On May 23, the President outlined a plan to overhaul 
the legal immigration system to favor applicants 
who speak English, are well-educated, and have job 
offers. They could bring their spouses and children. 
President Trump’s plan would keep legal immigration 
steady at 1.1 million people a year, but family-based 
immigration would account for only one third of 
that. Trump will propose ending the diversity lottery 
system, which offers applicants from countries with low 
immigration rates the chance to move to the U.S.  It 
would result in 10 percent of green cards being given 
to immigration for humanitarian reasons. Those with 
green cards are granted permanent legal residency.
 
In a global survey of 152 countries, 15 percent of 
the world’s adults, or 750 million people, say they 
would move to another country if they could. The U.S. 
remains the most desired destination with 21 percent 
of potential migrants, or 158 million adults. Canada 
and Germany are the second and third choices with 6 
percent each. 
 
Hundreds of migrant families are being flown to 
California in as many as three flights a week as U.S. 
Border Patrol agents continue to struggle with the 
growing number of illegals crossing into the U.S. Flights 
carrying 120 to 135 people are flying to San Diego 
from the Rio Grande Valley in Texas and would continue 
to do so indefinitely. Each flight costs the government 
around $6,000. Border arrests reached a record 
520,000, the highest in a decade, and on average 
agents make around 4,500 arrests a day. Similar flights 
might be to Detroit, Miami and Buffalo, N.Y.
  
The acting director of ICE says migrants from Central 
America are “renting babies” to make it easier to get 
across the U.S. border, then sending them back to be 
rented again by others to form more fake families. 

Numerous adult males are now showing up with 
children of various ages. The “Accountability for Care 
of Unaccompanied Children Act” is being introduced 
in the U.S. House to take care of this.

On June 4, the U.S. House voted to approve House 
Resolution 6, also known as the “American Dream and 
Promise Act of 2019,” which would provide amnesty 
to a minimum of two and a half million illegal aliens 
who were either brought to America when they were 
minors or have received “Temporary Protected Status.” 
That number is above the estimated 800,000 total 
DACA recipients. This would take the form of green 
card status with a path to citizenship. The measure 
would cost taxpayers $34.6 billion and would provide 
nothing for border security nor offer asylum reforms.

President Trump is considering granting Temporary 
Protected Status to thousands of Venezuelans amid 
ongoing unrest. Temporary Protected Status is granted 
to people from countries ravaged by natural disasters 
or war and lets them remain in the U.S. until the 
situation improves back home. Around 4 million 
Venezuelans have fled their country in recent years, 
and many of them don’t have a valid passport.

It is now law that the state of Florida is no longer 
permitted to maintain sanctuary cities, impede the 
ability for ICE to do their jobs, or fail to report when 
an apprehended illegal immigrant escapes custody. 
Florida joins Tennessee and Iowa that have cracked 
down on unlawful entry into the United States.
 
At about 500 a week, migrants from Africa are now 
arriving at our border because they can no longer 
enter Europe due to closed borders. 
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Trade
By Ruth Laribee
The fourteenth G20 meeting will be held in Japan on 
June 28th and 29th, 2019. Official teams are already 
working towards the upcoming talks. Zheng Zeguang, 
China’s Vise-Foreign Minister, traveled to Washington to 
speak with administration officials. Several reports claim 
XI Jinping told President Trump that they should resolve 
challenges through like discussions, each looking to 
stand strong on concerns for their own country. Included 
in the reports was that “Beijing hoped the United States 
can treat Chinese enterprises fairly.” President Trump 
will meet with China’s President XI Jinping and President 
Putin at the G20 summit. Tariffs, whether good or bad, 
seem to have brought leaders to the table. Marcelo 
Ebard, Mexican Foreign Secretary, and other officials 
came to Washington to talk more on immigration than 
tariffs, but it was the possible five percent tariff that 
brought them there. Other countries are hoping for a 
sooner than later solution. 

Philip Hammond, British Finance Minister, is looking 
for trade tensions to ebb between China and United 
States as it has global impacts. Countries in the G20 
are Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, 
France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, 
Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, South 
Korea, Turkey, United Kingdom, and the United States. 

A little background on China–when China joined 
the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, it 
was as a developing country. As exports grew and 
China’s economy expanded, they then, similar 
to other countries, protected their businesses via 
subsidies and tariffs. Then came the manipulating 
of currency and stealing of intellectual properties. 
Made in China 2025 is there new motto. The country 

is investing in infrastructure (i.e., railroads, ports, 
energy pipelines, and building up a strong military). 
In the works are robotics, advanced micro-chips, 5G 
wireless technology plus other special software. The 
5G technology of China is the held by the extremely 
shielded company Huawei. All are subsidized by the 
Chinese government. Any and all data is required 
by law to be shared with the government of China. 
When United States companies take their businesses 
to China, they also must share their ideas and 
technology. Therefore, one could say we have helped 
China to grow in that field. 

There is a growing concern that we are trading land 
to foreign owners. Remember when the news hit that 
in 2013 the Chinese company Shuanghui bought 
the United States producer of pork Smithfield Foods. 
They paid $4.7 billion, but the company also secured 
146,000 acres of farm land. Headlines state “Foreign 
investment in U.S. farm land on the rise.” 

The data base shows Foreign investors have acreage 
approximately the size of Tennessee, but this 
data is from 2004 to 2014. There aren’t any 
federal restrictions on the amount of U.S. 
land that can be foreign owned. Few states 
outlaw it completely, but laws limiting or 
governing foreign ownership of agriculture 
land vary from state to state. It is not clear 
as to who enforces those laws. In most 
instances we don’t know who the actual 
people are that own the land. It could be 
a U.S. citizen with foreign investors. There 
is too much to put in this article so will do 
more research for another time.

43RD ANNUAL 
NATIONAL CONVENTION

2019 Summer BOD Call Recap
Thank you to everyone who joined the Board of 
Directors call on June 26th! It was great to hear updates 
and talk about the exciting things coming up for the 
rest of the year. Formal minutes will be sent out when 
available. If you were unable to participate in the call, 
please review them those so you can stay up-to-date. 

Fargo, North Dakota | November 13-17, 2019
Reserve your hotel room now! 

Expressway Suites
(877) 239-4303

17th Ave S, Fargo, ND 58103
Receive a discounted rate of $84.60/night when you mention WIFE.



Energy
By Belinda Groner
Energy Independence for the United States

As President Trump continues to focus on Energy 
Independence, the mining of rare earths increased 
with renewed production in the United States 
supplemented with new and or increased production in 
Australia, Burma (Myanmar), and Burundi. In China, 
mine production quotas for the first and second halves 
of 2018 were set at 73,500 tons and 46,500 tons, 
respectively—an annual increase of 14% compared 
with the combined quota in 2017. According to 
China’s Ministry of Commerce, production of rare-
earth-oxide equivalent in China was estimated to 
be at least 180,000 tons based on magnet material 
production. Illegal and undocumented production in 
China continued despite Government efforts.

In May 2018, the U.S. Department of the Interior, in 
coordination with other executive branch agencies, 
published a list of 35 critical minerals (83 FR 23295), 
including rare earths. This list was developed to serve 
as an initial focus, pursuant to Executive Order 13817, 
‘‘A Federal Strategy to Ensure Secure and Reliable 
Supplies of Critical Minerals” (82 FR 60835). A list of 
those minerals can be found HERE. 

As a farmer or rancher, it is really important to know 
about your surface rights verses your mineral rights 
and how to protect them. 

What are Surface Rights?
Surface rights include ownership of most visible 
aspects on a property. Surface rights include physical 
structures, trees, plants, and water. In some states, 
surface rights only include ownership to a particular 
soil depth. For example, you have enough soil 
ownership to plant trees or other plants but may not 
be able to drill for oil and gas. In Colorado, Louisiana, 
New Mexico, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and Texas, 
owner’s rights are split between surface rights and 
mineral rights.

In states with split ownership laws, land can be sold 
to only include surface rights. This means that if oil or 
gas is present under the soil, the landowner will have 
no legal rights to them. If approached by an oil or gas 
company for exploration or extraction, the owner will 
have no legal ownership over what is in the ground. To 
legally own and manage minerals, oil, or gas under 

the ground, the landowner must also have mineral 
rights.

What are Mineral Rights?
In some states, surface and mineral rights are granted 
upon sale of the property. For landowners residing 
in states that split ownership, mineral rights are not 
guaranteed during a land purchase. Mineral rights 
allow landowners to explore, extract, and sell natural 
elements discovered on their property.

Landowners with mineral rights have legal ownership 
of all gas, oil, gold, silver, copper, iron, or other 
minerals elements below the soil of their land. Owners 
can also lease or sell these rights to the government 
or private entities for a profit. Many landowners 
with mineral rights lease their property to oil and 
gas companies, collecting a portion of the profits. If 
landowners had not purchased the mineral rights to 
their property, they would have lost valuable income.

Surface and Mineral Rights
It’s important to remember that in states with split 
land ownership rights, surface rights are subservient 
to mineral rights. This means that if the party with 
mineral rights wants to excavate a property held by 
owners only holding surface rights, they do not need 
to receive permission from surface right owners to do 
so. For those who hold only surface rights, this can be 
disruptive and frustrating.

As a landowner, you can sever your minerals and hold 
them as a separate asset. However, most states usually 
charge additional taxes on severed minerals. By 
severing your minerals, you can then place them into 
a separate LLC and hold on to them if you decided to 
sell your property, or you could choose to sell a shared 
interest.  If you have a significant amount of minerals, 
it would be wise to 
consult an attorney 
who specializes in 
severing minerals and 
valuations of minerals.  
They push for Energy 
Independence in the 
United States is raising 
the value of your 
minerals. 
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Specialty Crop
By Mary Ann Unruh
Safflower is one of humanity’s oldest 
crops. Chemical analysis of ancient 
Egyptian textiles dated to the Twelfth 
Dynasty identified dyes made from 
safflower, and garlands made from 
safflowers were found in the tomb of 
the pharaoh Tutankhamun. The Greek 
name for safflower occurs many times 
in early tablets. 

Safflower is a highly branched,  thistle-
like annual plant. It is cultivated for its 
vegetable oil extracted from the seeds 
and was used by the early Spanish 
colonies along the Rio Grande River as 
a substitute for saffron. It will grow to a 
maximum height of about 3’, showing 
distinct flower head of red and orange from mid-
summer onwards. Safflower grows best with full sun, 
soil that is well-drained and of better than average 
fertility. Each branch will usually have from one to five 
flower heads containing 15 to 20 seeds per head. 

The oil is flavorless and colorless, but nutritionally 
similar to sunflower oil. It is used mainly as a cooking 
oil, in salad dressing, and to make margarine. 
Currently the predominant edible oil is lower in 
saturated fats than olive oil. Another type is used in the 
place of linseed oil in paints.

Safflower seed oil is taken by mouth for diabetes, 
preventing heart disease, including hardening of 
the arteries and stroke. It is also used to increase 
hair growth, treat fever, tumors, coughs, breathing 
problems, clotting conditions, pain, coronary heart 
disease, chest pain and traumatic injuries. Some 

people use it for inducing sweating, and as a laxative, 
stimulant, antiperspirant and to help loosen phlegm. 
Women sometimes use it for absent or painful 
menstrual periods, or to stimulate menstruation. 

 The flowers are occasionally used as a cheaper 
substitute for saffron. The dried  petals are also used in 
herbal teas. Dried flowers are used as a natural color 
for the orange-red pigment which is also known as 
Natural Red 26 for cosmetics and dye fabrics. 

Safflower is native to arid environments having 
seasonal rain. It grows a deep taproot which enables it 
to thrive in such environments. Safflower gives options 
to farmers in a dryland crop rotation with respect to 
weed and disease control and in using soil moisture 
available. It is most often grown in rotation with small 
grains and an option for wheat growers because it 
uses the same equipment.

The plant is native to India, Iran, and North Africa, 
and it can also be found in other parts of the world. 
In 2016, global production was 948,516 tonnes, 
led by Russia with 30 percent of the total. Other 
significant producers were Mexico and Kazakhstan. 
California grows about half of the safflower in the 
U.S., while North Dakota and Montana, grow most 
of the remaining domestic production. South Dakota, 
Idaho, Colorado, and Arizona also produce safflower, 
but with much smaller acreages. One of our members 
raised it for two years and found that cattle refuse to 
walk through it as it is so prickly. 

https://www.usgs.gov/news/interior-releases-2018-s-final-list-35-minerals-deemed-critical-us-national-security-and
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Dairy
By Chris Anken

A lot of dairy farming a real milk exposure was 
happening across the country to celebrate Dairy Month 
in June. When you see a dairy farmer, thank him or 
her for producing great, real milk for you and your 
family. The American dairy farmer and their families 
promote stewardship of animals, care of the land, 
and dedication to keeping agriculture in the hands of 
farmers. From real milk, ice cream, cheese, yogurt, 
and other real dairy products are the best dairy foods 
in the world. 

Why should we choose real, genuine U.S. dairy 
products? Because these products offer a unique 
package of nine essential nutrients that both children 
and adults need for their daily lives. Most of us cannot 
receive adequate amount of calcium for good health 
without dairy products in our diet. Protein in milk is 
complete, and it includes amino acids in appropriate 
amounts. Real milk and dairy products are man’s 
greatest source of calcium. Ninety-nine percent of 
the calcium is in the bones, and one percent is in the 
extra-cellular fluids of the human body. Remember–
blood is boss. If it needs calcium, it will take it from 
the bones. A person is vulnerable unless he or she 
obtains sufficient calcium from his or her diet. Calcium 
deficiency in the bones does not show in x-rays until 
30-50 percent of the bone calcium is gone. Real dairy 
foods play a major role in bone health. Inadequate 
calcium and dairy food consumption among children 
results in a higher risk of osteoporosis and life-
threatening fractures later in life. 

Real dairy milk is the number one food source for 
three of the four nutrients identified by the federal 
government as falling short in the diets of both 

children and adults. Calcium, potassium, and vitamin 
D are these nutrients. Experts agree that real dairy 
foods deserve a special place in the diets of children 
and adults. According to the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, several nutrients critical for growth are 
lacking in children and adolescents. These nutrients 
are calcium, magnesium, vitamin A, and potassium. 
Real dairy foods provide all of these. 

There is a significant public health concern with the 
shortfall of these nutrients. That’s why the government 
encourages adults to consume three servings of low-
fat and fat-free dairy products daily and children to 
consume two so all these nutrients are not lacking in 
our diet. 

Eating the recommended servings of low-fat and fat-
free dairy foods can also lower blood pressure, risk of 
cardiovascular disease, risk of type two diabetes, and 
osteoporosis in adults. Reducing all these risks will also 
lower the cost of health care. The health and wellness 
community has begun to wake up and advocate for 
flexibility across the fat spectrum for products such as 
cheese, milk, and yogurt. 

Lets get whole milk back in our schools. Promote the 
“Whole Milk for Healthy Kids” Act of 2019. Whole milk 
should be a choice at schools for kids and young adults. 
Contact your member of congress for their support. 

To learn more about whole milk, visit www.97milk.
com.Whole milk is standardized to 3.25% fat, so it is 
virtually 97% fat-free. A serving of whole milk is like a 
100% naturally hydrating multivitamin with healthy fats 
and so much more. SUPPORT CHOICE IN SCHOOLS: 
ASK FOR WHOLE MILK! 

Resources: Farmshine and Hoard’s Dairyman

IMPORTANT UPCOMING DAIRY LEGISLATION
From Chris Anken

H. R. 1769 - DAIRY PRIDE ACT

Defending against imitations and replacements of yogurt, milk, and cheese to promote 
regular intake of dairy everyday act.

Contact your member of Congress to support this bill. We need the real dairy, not 
imitation.  This will prohibit mislabeled milk alternatives.

S. 1810 - THE MILK IN SCHOOL LUNCHES ACT

This would allow public schools to serve whole and two percent milk. Also, it requires 
USDA to revise regulations and exclude milk fat from the cap on saturated fat in school 
lunches.  

Authored by Senator Toomey (R-PA), “Every parent knows milk does a body good, and 
the 2010 decision to prohibit whole milk and two percent from being served in schools 
continued a sharp decline in consumption across the country, which means kids are not 
getting essential nutrients milk provides.”

Congressman Joyce (R-PA), “As a doctor, it is clear to me that the mislabeling of milk 
creates a public health issue. Consumers should be able to feel confident that they 
are getting proper nutritional value from their dairy products and enforcing federal 
regulations is necessary for that to occur.  In visits to dairy farm after dairy farm, I 
have heard about the lost revenue that plant-base dairy imitators have taken from our 
economy, and it is incredibly urgent we continue to monitor the subject. Passing the Dairy 
Pride Act to revive Pennsylvania’s dairy industry is one of my top priorities this term.”

This will revive Pennsylvania’s and our Country’s Dairy Industry.  America needs to wake 
up before it is too late. Kids need essential nutrients that real milk provides.

Source: Northeast Dairy Farmers Cooperatives/NDFC Newsletter

H.R. 832 - THE WHOLE MILK FOR HEALTHY KIDS ACT

H.R. 1769, THE DAIRY PRIDE ACT

S 1810, THE MILK IN SCHOOL LUNCHES ACT

http://www.97milk.com
http://www.97milk.com
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